YOUR ONE SOLUTION FOR

- Bars & Restaurants
- Broadcast Radio
- Broadcast TV
- Casinos
- Cinemas
- Convention Centers
- Corporate
- Cruise Ships
- eSports
- Government
- Healthcare
- Higher Education
- Hotels
- Houses of Worship
- K-12/Primary Education
- Karaoke
- Live Entertainment
- Museums
- Nightlife
- Performing Arts
- Portable PA Systems
- Recording
- Retail Destinations
- Stadiums & Arenas
- Themed Attractions
- Transportation
THE HARMAN FAMILY

AKG
MICROPHONES, HEADPHONES

AMX
VIDEO SWITCHERS, NETWORKED AV ENCODERS AND DECODERS, COLLABORATION AND CONFERENCING SYSTEMS, DEVICE CONTROL SYSTEMS, AV MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

BEHRINGER
DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSORS, AUDIO CONTROL

crown
POWER AMPLIFIERS

dbx
LOUDSPEAKER MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS, DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSORS, AUDIO CONTROL

JBL
LOUDSPEAKERS, PORTABLE PA SYSTEMS, COMMERCIAL AMPLIFIERS, COMMERCIAL MIXERS

LEXICON
AUDIO EFFECTS HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE

Martin
STAGE LIGHTING FIXTURES, LIGHTING CONTROLLERS, ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS, ARCHITECTURAL LIGHTING FIXTURES, LED VIDEO DISPLAY SYSTEMS

Soundcraft
MIXING CONSOLES, STAGEBOXES, RECORDING INTERFACES, EFFECTS PROCESSORS

STUDER
MIXING CONSOLES, ROUTING AND I/O, WORKFLOW & AUDIO SOLUTIONS
Thanks to advancements in technology, the term “studio” can mean a lot of different things these days, from mobile recording and small home studios to large recording studios and cinema post-production facilities. With HARMAN’s broad portfolio of industry-leading audio technology solutions, everyone from professional engineers to inspired enthusiasts and content creators can ensure a great recording every time, no matter the application.
COMMON HARMAN APPLICATIONS IN RECORDING AND STUDIO SPACES

Reference Monitors  Headphones
Microphones  Audio Effects
Mixing Consoles  Audio Interfaces
No matter what type of environment you are working in, HARMAN meets all of your recording needs. Our rich heritage in recording gives you an extensive catalog of new and signature products to choose from to equip your studio and produce your character sound. From a range of solutions from legendary brands, you can feed your passion with HARMAN recording products.

**HOME STUDIO**
Professional Sound at Home
Carving out a space at home to call your studio can be daunting, but with smart planning for the tools you really need, you can be recording in no time. With HARMAN home recording solutions, your studio can evolve over time, aligning with your present and future needs.

**MOBILE RECORDING**
Quality on the Go
Mobile recording allows engineers to capture and mix professional-grade audio anywhere. With a range of microphones, audio interfaces, reference headphones, and effects plugins, HARMAN has the solution to make your next recording a success—even on the go!

**MOBILE STUDIO**
World Class Where You Need It
Professional mobile recording studios and outside broadcast (OB) trucks must be robust and flexible enough to provide a full range of capabilities anywhere. HARMAN technologies provide the scalability and future-proofing to provide the perfect solution for any situation.

**POST-PRODUCTION STUDIO**
Legendary Cinema Sound
Film and television productions have used HARMAN products to both craft and reproduce audio tracks for over seventy years. With industry-leading microphones, reference monitors, and consoles, HARMAN has the perfect solution for any post-production studio working in film, television and immersive formats.

**STUDIO CONTROL ROOM**
Powerful Mixing Solutions
Studio control rooms and editing suites require transparency and maximum flexibility to ensure they can craft the perfect mix and address any potential audio imperfections. HARMAN’s range of studio monitors, audio interfaces, consoles, DSP processing and audio effect plug-ins enable engineers to create the perfect final mixdown.

**STUDIO LIVE ROOM**
Be Heard
HARMAN products are used on some of the world’s most famous recordings. With a wide range of industry-leading microphones and headphones, HARMAN has the perfect solution for any application.
Wherever you are, you can always contact us. We have dedicated team members ready and knowledgeable around the world who know our products inside-out.

WORLDWIDE SOLUTION SUPPORT
HARMAN HAS SALES OFFICES AROUND THE GLOBE READY TO HELP

For more information visit pro.harman.com